CLEANING ROBOT MAMIBOT EXVAC 880S

Key features:
✓ LDS 4.0 laser navigation
✓ Two side brushes
✓ High suction power up to 2,800 Pa.
✓ 3in1: vacuum cleaning, mopping and
sweeping
✓ Large dust container - capacity: 600 ml
✓ Large water tank - capacity: 370 ml
✓ Electronic water metering
✓ 9.8 cm high
✓ Remote control
✓ WeBack mobile application

LDS 4.0 laser navigation
LDS 4.0 laser navigation system precisely schedules
robot operation and smartly detects obstacles. The
room scanning frequency is as much as 312 x 360° /
min, which makes the robot work faster and more
efficiently. Two side brushes efficiently remove dirt
from the floor and bring it to the main suction port,
from where, thanks to a large power, it is easily
sucked to the extra-large dust container .

CLEANING ROBOT MAMIBOT EXVAC 880S
Vacuum cleaning silent or with turbo-power whatever you prefer...
Three power levels, three volume levels:
Silent Mode: 1,000 Pa / 55 dB
Standard Mode: 1,800 Pa / 62 dB
Turbo Mode: 2,800 Pa / 73 dB
All these features are possible thanks to a very reliable built-in
Japanese NIDEC motor of a speed 20,000 rpm.

Use remote controller or WeBack mobile application
to operate your cleaning robot
Not very happy with using the app on your mobile? Fine, just use
the convenient remote controller and enjoy all functionalities of
your cleaning robot. For users who appreciate enhanced
capabilities of the application, the vast array of functions such as
cleaning zone management, virtual barrier and forbidden zone
setting, electronic water metering, cleaning scheduling, selection
of suction power level and many others is available.
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CLEANING ROBOT MAMIBOT EXVAC 880S
Only 9.8cm high, easily passes thresholds up to 2cm
high
One of the lowest cleaning robots on the market. Easily fits space
under a sofa, wardrobe or bed. The Mamibt ExVac 880S easily passes
obstacles such as 1.5 - 2 cm high thresholds or skirting boards.

3in1: vacuum cleaning, mopping and sweeping
Do you have a dog or a cat? Kids came back home straight
from the playground? Remember - your home is for resting,
not for cleaning! The Mamibot ExVac 880S is equipped with
a dust container of 600 ml capacity, which makes it one of
the largest options available on the market.
Cleaning completed but floor is still not shiny? No problem!
Thanks to wet wiping combined with additional sweeping
and removal of fine dirt particles this issue will not bother
you anymore. A large 370 ml water tank is sufficient to clean
a very large floor area, and electronic water metering feature
enables proper cloth soaking to clean parquet, terracotta or
floor panels.

Triple-stage dust and dirt filtration
Dust and dirt re-emission is a very important issue,
especially for those, who suffer allergy. To prevent this,
the Mamibot ExVac 880S robot is equipped with three
air outlet filters: a washable pre-filter that retains the
largest dirt particles, a sponge filter and a HEPA filter.
Take good care of the quality of breathing air!

CLEANING ROBOT MAMIBOT EXVAC 880S

Control by voice? Why not?!
Remote controller or mobile app is a convenient tool but it
requires using hands. But, you can control the robot even
easier and faster! The Mamibot ExVac 880S supports Google
Home and Amazon Alexa functions, so you can give
commands by voice and the robot will follow them.

The accessories are sufficient for a long
period of use:
✓ (2) microfibre cloth
✓ (2) sets of side brushes
✓ Spare sponge and HEPA filter
✓ Remote control (batteries not
included)
✓ 600ml dust container
✓ 370 ml water tank “2in1”
✓ Charging station
✓ Brush with a cutter for cleaning the
main brush
✓ Operating manual in Polish

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Battery capacity
Suction power
Operating time
Battery voltage
Rotation speed (maximum)
Water tank
Dust container
Noise level

2,600mAh
1,000 (2,800Pa)
55-120 min
14.8V
23,000RPM,
370ml
600ml
55-73dB

CLEANING ROBOT MAMIBOT EXVAC 880S
Product quantity in a master packaging
Product quantity on a palette
EAN (white)
EAN (black)
Gross weight
Net weight
Overall packaging dimensions
Available colours
Warranty for equipment: 24 months
Warranty for battery: 12 months
Service: ACTION SA
Zamienie, ul. Dawidowska 10
05-500 Piaseczno

INFORMATION ABOUT SHIPMENT
4
32
6970626164605
6970626160553
6,200 g
3,100 g
558 x 400 x 165 mm
White or black

